RR-18-4425 Existing Building Grounding
I-18-4427 Acceleration for CD Road
RR-18-4425 Radio Room Fire Suppression and Supplement
I-18-4373 Bituminous Cost Adjustment
RR-17-4349 HMC - Final Settlement
I-13-4607 Earth Excavation due to Revised Haul Routes
RR-16-4256 Roadway Lighting Changes
RR-16-4256 Replace Approach Slab Joints
RR-16-4255 Property Damage Claim Repairs at M.P. 18.5
RR-18-4425 Existing Fire Alarm System Upgrade and Supplement
I-18-4446 Tower 15D Revisions
RR-16-4277R Fiber Wrap Bridge Beam Repair
RR-16-4277R 24 Volt Solar Powered System
I-18-4428 WEAP Analysis Timber Test Piles
I-18-4428 Temp Fence at Peirce Park
I-18-4428 MOT Stage 2 Shoulder Work
RR-18-4404 Mechanical Sub Contractor Change and Supplement
RR-16-4256 Emergency Joint Repairs
RR-19-4471 Longitudinal Joint Repair
I-16-4274 I-88 Emergency Pavement Repairs
RR-16-4255 Pole Replacement
I-18-4428 BNSF Access Delays
I-18-4428 Schedule Impact Mitigation
I-19-4453 Sidewalk Program Fee
RR-17-5000 Earthwork for DC-ACC1 & DC-ACC1A Relocation - Adjustment
I-18-4374 Additional Temperature Control of Concrete
I-18-4683 M16 Additional Electrical Work
I-18-4683 Cast in Place Coping
I-18-4373 Additional Protective Shield at BN 349
I-18-4427 Noise-Retaining Wall Drilling Obstructions and Inefficiencies
I-18-4392 IDOT ComED Service
I-18-4392 Maintain Lighting System
RR-18-4425 Temporary Office Trailers and Setup and Supplement
RR-18-4425 Additional Paint for Existing Building
I-18-4446 Tower 14E & 15E Access
I-18-4446 Roadway Quantity Adjustments
I-18-4430 Median Drainage Modification
I-18-4430 Units 1 & 2 Paint Limits Revision
I-18-4430 PPC Girder Embed Plate Modifications
I-18-4699 Retaining Wall Strain
I-18-4699 Embankment Export & Aggregate Subgrade Import
I-18-4428 Temporary Sheet Piling
I-18-4374 Sheet Pile Earth Retention at UPRR Bridges
I-18-4446 Winter Concrete Work
I-18-4374 Added Cost for Steel Erection at UPRR Bridges
I-18-4374 Additional Rock Excavation
RR-14-4425 Additional Mobile Column Lifts
I-18-4446 Additional MOT for Tower Relocation Work
I-18-4428 Pavement and Pothole Repair
I-18-4699 Tree Removal for Contract 4705
I-18-4428 Winter Inefficiencies
I-16-4269 Fiber Optic Cable Relocation
I-17-4683 Chicago St. Paul Railroad Flagger
I-18-4392 Erosion Control Blanket
RR-18-4404 Additional Pavement Patching
RR-18-4425 Undercuts for Parking Lot Pavement
I-18-4430 Emergency Maintenance Pavement Patching
I-18-4427 Miscellaneous Winter Protection
I-18-4430 Utility Coordination Allowance
RR-18-4425 Mechanics Hand Sink
RR-18-4404 Lighting & Grounding Work for M-14 Annex B Parking Structure
I-18-4392 - IDOT Erosion Control Blanket
I-18-4392 – Fiber Optic Backbone Infrastructure
I-17-4683 – Provide ChemicalModifiers
I-18-4428 – BNSF Contractor Assistance
I-18-4433 – Electrical Connections for Lighting & Surveillance
I-17-4683 – Select Fill at Supreme Abutments
I-18-4428 – Provide Temporary Riprap
I-18-4427- Provide for HPC Moment Slab Structures Cold Weather Curing
I-18-4428 – Provide for Trench Backfill
I-18-4428 – Temporary Soil Retention System
I-18-4427- Concrete Superstructure Cold Weather Curing
I-18-4446 – Tower 16 Revisions
RR-13-4116 – Provide for Additional Wall
I-18-4392 – IDOT Field Tile Repairs
I-18-4392 – Winter Protection for Work
I-18-4428 – Crane & Hammer Charges
I-18-4374 – Railroad Track Protection at UPRR Bridges
I-18-4374 - Additional Earth Excavation
I-18-4374 - Additional IDOT Sewer Relocation
I-18-4374 - Added Steel Casing Pipe
I-18-4374 - Additional IDOT Temporary Surveillance Cable
I-18-4427 – Pavement Removal Interim Quantity Adjustment
I-18-4427 – Warm-mix Asphalt Base Interim Quantity Adjustment
I-18-4427 – Class B Patches, Type III, Interim Quantity Adjustment
I-18-4428 – Additional Stage Changes
I-18-4428 – Provide for Noise Abatement System
I-17-4683 – Additional Grading Work
I-17-4683 – Additional Slab Jacking
I-18-4699 – Provide Slope Wall
I-18-4373 – Winter Railroad Flaggers
I-18-4374 - Construction Access at Henrici Drive
I-18-4427 – Drainage & Erosion Control Interim Quantity Adjustment
I-18-4427 – Interim Quantity Adjustment
I-18-4428 – Mainline Median Drainage Improvements
I-18-4392 Subgrade Aggregate
I-18-4374 Additional Temperature Control of Concrete
RR-18-4404 Electrical Subcontractor - Distribution
RR-18-4404 Electrical Subcontractor – Mechanical Connections
RR-18-4404 Electrical Subcontractor – Fire Alarm & Security
I-18-4430 CN Barrier & Fence
I-18-4430 Access Road Modifications & Appurtenances
I-18-4374 Additional Temperature Control of Concrete
I-18-4438 I-88/I-294 Interchange Work & 4116 Coordination
RR-18-4439 Plaza 35 SB Pavement Patching
I-18-4446 Additional Earthwork
I-18-4430 Embankment Lime Modification
I-17-4683 Moisture Conditioning Stockpile
I-17-4683 Winter Protection at Supreme HP Decks
I-18-4374 Added Pipe & Headwall
I-18-4374 Westbound Added TCBW
I-18-4392 Additional MOT Staging Costs
I-18-4392 Grossen Road Restoration
RR-18-4425 Supplement for Unsuitable Soils
I-18-4438 Pole Installation in Wet Areas
I-18-4392 Tollway Field Tile Repair
RR-16-4256 Pavement Relief Joints
RR-13-4116 Wall Extension
I-18-4699 Mount Prospect Road Watermain Tee Removal
I-18-4373 Final Balancing of Roadway Items #1
RR-16-4256 Noise Wall Erection Lane Closures Allowance
RR-16-4256 Extended Maintenance of Traffic
I-18-4427 6" Special Granular Subbase
I-18-4427 Structural Item Interim Quantity Adjustment #2
I-18-4427 Issue #7 Revisions
I-18-4374 2020Schedule Recovery Compensation
I-18-4438 Providing ROW Access for Pole Installation
I-18-4438 Fiber Rerouting Near Plaza 35
I-18-4438 Fiber Installation Through Creek – ITS 322
I-18-4438 I-294 Bore Relocation
I-18-4428 Burlington Avenue Pavement
I-18-4374 EB Temporary Concrete Barrier
I-18-4438 Century Link FOC Length Changes
I-18-4690 Landscaping for Work Related to I-294 Reconstruction
I-19-4449 Remove Cable from Conduit for Work Related to I-294 Roadway-Bridge Widening & Rehabilitation
I-19-4449 Quantity Adjustments – Issue No. 9
I-19-4449 Waterproofing Membrane Supplement
I-19-4449 Remove Existing Noise Abatement
I-19-4449 Form Liner Supplement
I-18-4699 Noise Abatement Wall Staining
I-18-4699 MSE Wall Staining
I-18-4428 Furnish Timber Pile
I-18-4373 Railroad Flagger Costs Due to Time Extensions
RR-16-4285 Construction Revision #02
I-18-4369 Building No. 6 Slab Removal
I-18-4430 Sight Screen Wood Plank Fence
I-18-4446 Tower 15E Revisions
RR-16-4253 Landscaping for Work Related to I-88 Roadway & Bridge Rehabilitation
I-18-4474 Construction Revision No. 1
I-18-4430 Additional Median Drainage
RR-13-4117R Fiber Optic Cable Upgrade
RR-13-4116 Load Material for Others
RR-13-4116 Winter Service Charge
RR-18-4445 Material Escalation Allowance
RR-18-4445 Labor Escalation Allowance
RR-18-4445 Salt Barn Mechanical Revision
RR-18-4445 Water Main Revisions
I-18-4446 Excess Topsoil
I-18-4446 Tower 15D Revisions Supplement
I-18-4699 Pay Items Extension No. 1
I-18-4428 Retaining Wall Removal Adjustment
I-19-4449 Issue 2 Plan Changes
RR-16-9195 Plaza PCMS Signs
I-18-4446 Tower 24 -25 Resequencing Work
I-18-4430 Embankment Lime Modification
RR-18-4425 Additional Electrical Power Supply
RR-18-4425 IT Infrastructure Reconfiguration
RR-18-4425 Electrical Room UPS System
RR-19-4474 EJ&E Railroad Flagging
RR-19-4474 Quantity Adjustment – Structural Steel Repair Location 1
I-18-4427 Bridge Deck Latex Concrete Overlay
I-18-4427 Structure Item Interim Balancing 1
I-17-4683 Moisture Conditioning Stockpile 1
I-17-4683 Roadway Lighting and Electrical Work Overages
I-19-4490 Manhole Quantity Adjustment
I-19-4490 NAW Panel Removal and Re-installation
RR-19-4474 Embankment Modification at Borrow Site No. 1
I-18-4374 Diamond Grinding Special
I-18-4374 Stage 2 Earth Retention at UPRR Bridges
RR-19-4502 Substructure Repairs
I-18-4392 Pavement Marking Touchup
I-19-4481 Removal and Disposal of Material Unsuitable for Structures
I-19-4481 Obstruction Removal
I-18-4430 Temporary Wood Pole Shaft Casing
I-18-4430 Unit 1 Utility Mitigation
I-17-4683 Issue 29 Ramp MOT
I-18-4427 ITS Cabinet Foundation Quantity Adjustment
RR-18-4445 Salt Barn Bird Netting
RR-18-4445 Maintenance Building Mechanical Revisions
RR-19-4502 Deck Slab Repairs
I-17-4683 Structural Overages 2
I-19-4449 Single Face Barrier Wall Light Pole Foundations
I-18-4430 Jacked Casing Pipe for 48” Jacked Storm Sewer
I-18-4430 Additional Landscaping Ramp D
I-18-4430 Obstructions – 60” Jacked Pipe Culvert (P216)
I-18-4430 Embankment Modification South LaGrange
RR-19-4474 Steel Beam Repair – MOT Stage 1B
RR-19-4474 Bridge Repair Modifications – MOT Stage 2A
I-18-4699 Interim Roadway Quantity Balancing No. 2
I-18-4430 Labor Dispute Schedule Recovery
I-18-4507 Tree Removal
I-18-4507 Construction Revision #1
RR-16-9195 Provide for PCMS signs at Plazas
I-18-4705 Aggregate Subgrade Improvement
I-18-4374 Additional Railroad Flagging
I-18-4446 Tower 15E, 16 & 04 Revisions
I-18-4446 Resequence Work for County Line Road Utility Conflict
I-19-4449 Retaining Wall 7 Acceleration
I-19-4490 48” DIP into Existing Culvert
I-18-4446 Modified ROW Fence Supplement #2
I-18-4428 Construct BNSF Staging Area
I-18-4374 Time Extension #3 – Schedule Recovery
I-19-4453 Hinsdale Demolition Permit Fee
I-19-4464 Obstruction Mitigation
I-19-4464 Schedule Recovery – Stage 1 Construction
I-18-4374 Pavement Removal
I-18-4428 Furnish & Install Various Steel Plate Members
I-18-4428 Construction Revision 1
RR-16-4256 Temporary Barrier Wall Reallocation
I-17-4683 ChemicalModifiers
I-18-4705 Backfill for Embankment in Kinder Morgan Trench
I-18-4705 Issue No. 1
RR-18-4425 Modifications to 1st Floor Renovations
RR-18-4425 Exterior Door Replacement
RR-17-4314 Repair Partial Depth Patches
RR-16-4258 Extended Field Office and Site Services
I-18-4373 Stage 2 Construction Access at UPRR Bridges
RR-13-4117R Mill & Overlay Ramp M & N Outside Project Limits
I-18-4430 Santa Fe Storm Sewer Adjustments
I-18-4374 Issue #13 IDOT Traffic Surveillance
RR-18-4404 Supplement to Building Generator
RR-18-4445 Supplement to Excess Soil Disposal
RR-18-4445 Brine Building Plumbing Systems
RR-18-4445 Crane Mat Undercut
RR-18-4445 Lime Stabilization
RR-18-4445 Brine Production System
I-18-4373 Final Balancing of Structure Items – No. 2
I-18-4373 Final Balancing of Drainage & Erosion Control Items – No. 2
I-19-4481 Quarterly Balancing – Roadway Lighting & Electrical Work
I-18-4428 Channel Remediation
I-19-4490 Concrete Structures Quantity Adjustment
I-19-4481 Quarterly Balancing – Roadway Appurtenances
RR-18-4445 Bar Joist & Decking Material Storage
I-18-4373 Final Balancing of Roadway Appurtenances – No.2
I-19-4506 Construction Revision No.1
I-19-4506 MOT Adjustment & Rumble Strip Removal
I-19-4449 Repair Existing MSE Wall – Supplement 1
I-19-4449 Stage 2 Activity Acceleration
RR-18-4445 Brine Building Electrical & Communications Systems
RR-13-4116 Embankment Benching
I-19-4481 AT&T Duct Bank Testing & Removal
I-18-4430 Unit 2 Resequencing/Deck Steel Placement
I-19-4507 I-294 Shoulder Rehab, Retaining Wall/Noise Wall
I-19-4507 Roadway Appurtenances Related to Retaining Wall/Noise Wall
I-19-4481 Obstruction Removal - Supplemental
I-18-4430 Supplement to Construction Revision No.2
I-18-4374 Concrete Upcharges
I-18-4705 Construction Revision No. 1
I-19-4464 Earth Excavation for Benching Existing Slopes
I-19-4464 Quantity Adjustment – Remove & Dispose Unsuitable Material for Structures
I-18-4428 Drainage & Erosion Adjustments
RR-19-4474 MOT Stage 2B Modified Structural Repairs at EJ&E Bridge
I-18-4699 WB I-90 Temporary Crossover
I-18-4438 Fiber Routing Revision at I-290 Ramps
I-19-4449 Temporary Lighting TS 36.70R
RR-19-4502 Concrete Superstructure Rote Road
RR-19-4502 Pavement Marking
I-18-4430 Interim Balancing Drainage
I-18-4430 Embankment Modification North Section
I-18-4428 BNSF Jack & Bore Pipe Obstruction
RR-16-4256 Obstruction Mitigation
I-18-4705 Bioswale Plugs
I-18-4705 Tree Removal
I-19-4481 Fiber Relocations
I-19-4481 Slope Wall Removal
I-18-4428 Century Link Advance Work
I-18-4430 Pavement Patching and Traffic Control
I-18-4430 Interim Balancing Drilled Shaft in rock & Reinforcement Bar
I-18-4430 Debris Removal from Embankment Material
I-18-4705 Ramp X4 Additional Unsuitable Material
RR-18-4404 Southwest Corner Drainage for M-14 Annex B Parking Structure
RR-18-4404 Extended Asphalt Resurfacing Limits
I-18-4438 Pole Distribution Inefficiencies
I-18-4438 Pole Installation Inefficiencies
I-19-4499 Plaza 37 MOT Appurtenances
I-18-4430 Interim Balancing Roadway Appurtenances
I-18-4430 LaGrange Road Single Slope Parapet Framework Revision
I-18-4430 Unforeseen Maintenance of Traffic
RR-16-4253 Drainage and ESC Balancing
I-18-4428 Electrical Interim Balancing
I-18-4705 Revised Engineering Barrier
I-18-4705 Backfill for Non-Special Waste Removal
RR-18-4445 Site Access – Winter Conditions
I-18-4430 48” Jacked Pipe Culverts Under 75th Street Ramp C
I-19-4464 Substructure Modification for SN 016-2107
I-19-4464 Reimbursable Utility Relocate – Department of Innovation & Technology
I-19-4464 Additional Surveillance Maintenance
I-18-4428 Box Culvert 2 in Two Sections
I-13-4607 Roadway Final Balancing
I-19-4490 Obstruction Removal
I-18-4428 Temporary Fiber Optic Reroute
I-18-4428 Stockpile Hinsdale Material
RR-19-4474 4” Topsoil Furnish & Place
RR-18-4404 Alternate Dump Location
RR-18-4445 Brine Building
RR-18-4445 Maintenance Building Acceleration
I-18-4374 Additional Temperature Control of Concrete
I-18-4374 IDOT Pavement Replacement
I-19-4499 Removal and Disposal of Unsuitable Material
I-17-4339 90ft Temporary Wood Poles to Remain in Place
I-17-4339 WMA Surface Course Quantity Adjustment
I-19-4449 Temporary Lighting Conduit & Cable North Crossover
I-19-4449 Additional Calcium Aluminate Pavement Patching
I-19-4449 Median VDS Foundations
I-19-4449 Aggregate Base Course Type B Interim Adjustment
I-19-4490 Winter Protection Adjustment
I-19-4449 Cold Weather Protection of Concrete
I-18-4428 Drilled Shaft Obstructions
RR-16-4256 Modified Single Face Barrier Wall & Base